
Be consultants to the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority as you 
use Integrative Thinking to create recommendations!

#IThinkUrbanParkChallenge

@RotmanIThink
@TRCA_TTP
#IntegrativeThinking
#IThinkUrbanParkChallenge



The Integrative Thinking Process

Articulate the Models

1

2

3

Examine the Models

Explore the Possibilities

• Identify two extreme and opposing models

• Sketch out what the opposing models look like

• Define the benefits of each model

• Identify the most important players

• Define how the models work for them

• Look Across:

• What are the similarities?

• What are the genuine points of tension?

• Look Within:

• What assumptions underlie each model?

• Look Again:

• What would I want to keep?

• What could I live without?

• Imagine how you might combine the benefits 

you want to keep

• Ideate, prototype and iterate

• Give yourself time to reflect



Tommy Thompson Park



Your challenge, should you choose to accept it

Video can be found at www.rotmanithink.ca/TRCA-Resources
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Articulate the Models 1
How might the Toronto and Region Conservation 

Authority design Tommy Thompson Park as a park 
for all animals – the animals who live in the park and 

animals (aka humans) that visit?

Open Access Guided Access

versus



As a group: 
• Describe each model with both words and 

images.
• Think about what it would be like to experience 

each model. How are they different from each 
other?

• Suspend judgment of the model; describe it 
objectively. 

If you’re stuck, think about the following scenarios 
under each model:
• A teacher wants to bring a group of students to 

learn about bird migration
• An after-school program wants to go for a walk in 

nature
• A group of friends is looking for a place to play 

soccer on a Sunday afternoon

Articulate the Models 1



Identify the stakeholders

Animals Human Visitors Toronto and Region 
Conservation 

Authority

1

You can use different stakeholders!



Setting up your work space

Open Access Guided Access

1



I like that this model gives me 
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
because_____________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
__________________________

Draw a picture of 
your benefit…

The benefit: What does the 
stakeholder get from this model? 

The mechanism: How does the model 
produce the benefit? 

Articulate the Models 1



I like that this model gives me 
safety because visitors will not 

leave garbage around that is 
unsafe for me to eat.

Animals Visitors TRCA

Remember: aim for at 
least three benefits per 
stakeholder per model.

Guided Access

Articulate the Models 1



Articulate the Models

Reflecting on your experience:
• How did the pro-pro help you build 

empathy? What was hard?
• How did this support you in 

developing your collaboration skills?
• How is it for you to dive into the 

complexity in this challenge? 

1
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Examine the Models 2

Reflecting on your experience:
• What did your group do to see new 

ideas?
• What did you have to do to allow 

yourself to see new ideas?
• How does it feel to gain new insight? 
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Pathway to Integration 3



Pathway to Integration 3



Pathway to Integration 3



Brainstorming for collaboration

Place your reframe 
question in the 

center of your chart 
paper



Rules for brainstorming

Build on ideas to make them better by using “Yes and…”

Defer judgment.

Adapted from IDEO



Rules for brainstorming

Each idea can inspire more ideas.

Build on the ideas of others.

Adapted from IDEO



Rules for brainstorming

Let it go but bring it back –

edgy statements are better than fuzzy ones.

Stay focused on the topic.

Adapted from IDEO



Rules for brainstorming

Every idea is valid –

breakout ideas are right next to the absurd ones.

Encourage wild ideas.

Adapted from IDEO



Go for quantity

Quantity has its own quality –

the more ideas the better.

Go for quantity.

Adapted from IDEO



Creating ideas together

Your Reframe 

Question



Cluster your ideas

Your Reframe 

Question



Use the visual alphabet



1. Make a hashtag on your sheet of 
chart paper

2. Sketch 8 different ideas on how 
your idea could come to life.

Leave the middle box empty

#mashup

?

?



1. Share your 8 ideas.

2. Choose 3- 5 parts from different ideas 
that you love.

3. Draw your recommendation in the 
middle box using the 3-5 parts that 
you love.

4. Describe how this idea answers your 
reframe question.

#mashup

?

?



Sharing insights and recommendations

Sharing



Reflection

• What was different about this process?
• What was new and challenging for you?
• How did you overcome these 

challenges?
• What part of the process might you be 

able to use again? When?



Thank You!

Write a letter to Colin and Raja at the Toronto 
and Region Conservation Authority with your 
thinking and recommendations. A letter that 
shares your thinking will include:

 4 benefits from either opposing model 
that your group found most interesting 

 3 insights your team had
 2 recommendations
 Describe how your recommendation is 

a reflection of your thinking   
 1 next step they should take right away 

to start implementing your ideas

Raja and Colin can’t wait to hear your 
thoughts and will write you back!


